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As I stated on the first abstract, I didn't choose this project out of anything. I felt there was 
no better way of applying the knowledge received in Motion Graphics than in a title 
sequence. For the past decade, television has been living a new golden age and it’s 
proven it’s will of innovating and exploring new original ways of telling stories.
The series is supposed to be set in 60’s and 70’s Spain, following the story of one of the 
most important serial killers in the world: El Arropiero. Manuel Delgado Villegas, his real 
name, was arrested January the 18th of 1971 accused of strangling his girlfriend to death. 
When cops asked him he declared himself guilty since the beginning, not only that, he also 
decided to tell he had killed more than forty-four people in the last decade and not only in 
Spain but through all Europe. No one believed his words at first but he started giving so 
specific details about the deaths that they had to take him seriously. He was assigned two 
agents and with them, during two years, drove through the continent showing where the 
killings took place and reenacting them.
I had a clear idea of how the title sequence was going to be since the beginning. After 
presenting the storyboard at class I didn't have to apply many changes so  I basically stuck 
with it till the last stage of the process.
The sequence begins with a real video of a young man shooting a wealthy man who´s 
looking at some showcases. This was taken by the police as the reconstruction of the 
murder of Jose Canalejas – one of the most important politicians in 1917’s Spain – 
murdered by an anarchist when he was chief of government. What looked like an isolated 
case has been depicted later as one of the factors that began the violent rage that followed 
next years and later brought to the military uprising and thirty-six year Francisco Franco’s 
dictatorship.
It is, therefore, the primary act of violence that somehow brings us to the serial killer.
The blood from the deaths pours through the picture frame and little by little fills a 
newspaper headline where you can read “El Caso”. Again, this is not a random newspaper 
from those years, it was very popular at the time mainly because it was specialized in 
crime news. In the hypothetical TV Series, this newspaper would appear in every episode 
also following the cops through their journey.



Even though everything seemed pretty clear the piece was a bit ambitious especially in 
some parts, which made the process a bit hard. It was really difficult to pull out the blood 
spilling. I applied many transparent layers on my after effects but every time I tried to paint 
them a black background would appear and wouldn’t let me see what was on the layer 
underneath (the one I was trying to paint). That barrier made me change to Adobe 
Animation for that part of the piece.
Probably the only thing different from the storyboard has been the final color I gave to the 
pictures and some other effect that wasn’t in the storyboard.
With the color I wanted to use the same tones through all the sequence, basically gray, 
black, and red (or garnet), and later go to more warm colors like orange, pink, blue and 
yellow. 
The first ones appear at the beginning of the piece in order to symbolize the historical part 
of the (hypothetic) TV Series. Those are the colors from those years newspapers and 
television and are only disrupted by the red, blood color. That’s how I feel violence and 
crime also disrupt into our lives; breaking every harmony surrounding us in an unexpected 
way (like the first video of the politician assassination).
It’s not until we go down the newspaper that we find the first colorful picture: the 
commercial. After that, we have the dancer and the soldiers. Those colors are meant to 
represent the more real/character-based elements of the series. The dancing feminine 
figure and the commercial as the model of woman popular in Spain during the dictatorship. 
Then the soldiers, obviously very representative of the country in those times as it was the 
army who perpetrated the military uprising.

When I was designing the title sequence I made some research in order to find other 
opening credits that could inspire my piece. In particular, I loved the way “True Detective” 
and “Hannibal” introduce violent elements in theirs. Both choose to imply them instead of 
showing them directly. They build a disturbing atmosphere that ends up being way more 
powerful than a simple spill of blood. In that way, I’m not sure I quite accomplished that 
tone but, of course, they have big teams of people just working on that and the process 
may take months to be finished (just the title sequence).
The other title sequences that inspired me were “Narcos” and “Transparent”. Even though 
one is a narco drama and the other features the life of a transexual grandmother they both 
use the old footage in their opening titles. Not only that, they also play with the footage 
giving place to a weird film/digital picture.



That was something I definitely wanted to use on my project. I sensed the need of 
embracing the junction between the digital and the film world now that some parts of the 
industry quickly choose sides.
I’m sure I’ve heard many times a director or cinematographer say that “film is better than 
digital” or, on the other side, “digital offers more possibilities than film”. I could agree with 
both and that’s why I don’t understand them. It is true that film has a texture that digital 
can’t have but at the same time the post-production has infinite advantages if you use 
digital instead. That’s why I don’t understand why do we have to choose on a side or 
another when we can have them both. It may look like silliness, but I can see in the 
obligation of choosing between the old school and the new a hidden (stupid) political issue.
It is now when the world seems to be mutating new monsters, that we have the power and 
the duty to create new visual referents. A landscape, a scene or a simple glitch can 
become an icon; but for that, we’ll need the old and new. There’s no point on wrestling 
each other when we can join our forces against fiercest enemies.


